
 

 

 

Note: Answer only Five question  

 

Q.1/ Fill in the blanks suitable answers (Choose only Five):  

1. The convolution mask for First _Order Hold method is : ___________ 

2. Wavelet transforms are based on sub-sampling _______and _______ filters.  

3. This set of pixels, called the 4-neighbors of p, is denoted by _____,  whose coordinates are given by 

_____________ 

4. _______ are elementary picture elements in a segmented image, formed as an aggregation of pixels  

5. HSV color transform stand for ___________  

6. Stretch mapping function is used to _________image contrast.  .                                            ( 10 ms)                              

                                               

Q.2/   Answer the following: 

1. What are the basic steps of convolution method? Why spatial filter implemented with convolution 

mask? Convolution method requires many more calculations than the basic averaging of the 

neighbors method in enlarging image, so why it's used?                                                                ( 5 ms)   

2. Define HSV color space?  Write the simplest form of HSV transformation?                          ( 5 ms)   

 

Q.3/ Answer the following :   

1. Why do we need so many different types of image file format? List the header information that 

contains in BMP file format?                                                                                                         ( 5 ms)   

2. What is the difference between Histogram equalization and histogram stretching?            ( 5 ms)   
 

Q.4/  Answer the following: 

1. How many minutes are required to transmit a digitized color scanned at 4,000×3,000 pixels, and 

24 bits, at 28.8(kilobits/second)?                                                                                            ( 5 ms)   

2. Find the Energy and Entropy for the following sub image, consider the number of gray level 

(L=4)?                                                                                                                                     ( 5 ms) 
0    0    2    1 

3    3    1    2 

2    1    0    1 

 0    2    3    3 

Q.5/ Answer the following: 

1. Apply median filter on the following assumed image, to remove Salt - type noise (using window 

size (3×3)?  
   10             13    12    23         39  

30     45    78    88   100       

13     56      48    87   120       

30     40    80    20        120           

121           123      141   143       112                                                                ( 6 ms )  

 

2. Image transforms are designed to have two properties, what are they?                                ( 4 ms) 

 

Q.6/ Write an algorithm to enlarge (N×N) image using Zero_Order Hold , without using zero order mask ?                                                                                                                                            

( 10 ms) 
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